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1 Introduction

1.1 Background to this document

The 6th Scientific Committee Meeting of the Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna (CCSBT) agreed that a dedicated technical Age Estimation Workshop should be held during 2002 to develop standard protocols for estimating age of southern bluefin tuna (SBT) from otoliths. This workshop was held at the Central Ageing Facility of the Marine and Freshwater Resources Institute (MAFRI) in Queenscliff, Victoria, Australia on 11-14 June 2002. Scientists from Australia, Japan, Korea, New Zealand and Taiwan attended the workshop (Appendix C).

The workshop had two main aims. The first was to facilitate skills exchange between the member scientists for the collection, preparation and reading of otoliths from SBT. The second aim was to develop a common standard in estimating age of southern bluefin tuna from otoliths and consequently to produce a working manual for use by members’ laboratories. This document is an overall outcome of collaborative effort through the Workshop and includes the standards for sampling and preparation of otoliths and criteria for identifying annual marks in SBT otoliths. This manual is expected to guide laboratories undertaking this work, to maintain common procedures, and to increase the precision and accuracy of age estimates contributing to stock assessment.

Preparation of the manual was a collaborative effort by all participants listed in Appendix C. Naomi Clear led a primary drafting group which also included Tomoyuki Itoh, Malcolm Francis, Doo Hae An and Wann-Nian Tzeng. Individuals’ contributions to particular sections are acknowledged where possible.

The manual also reflects previous work undertaken in the laboratories of members and where appropriate this is referenced in the manual.

1.2 Reference collection

The Workshop agreed to store a reference set of SBT otolith sections comprising 60 otoliths with agreed final age estimates at the CCSBT Secretariat. Images of the same set of otoliths on which annual increments are marked will be available on CD-ROM and at the CCSBT website. This reference set of otolith will be available for loan to CCSBT members.

1.3 Current otolith collections and archived otoliths

The CCSBT agreed at the 1997 SC to establish an otolith collection from all fishing sectors. The followings are the current status of the otolith sampling system and historically archived otoliths. Other Members are expected to establish similar otolith collection systems at the earliest possible time.

Australia:

Australia started collecting SBT otoliths in the 1960s. In recent years Australia has routinely collected otoliths from several hundred fish per year in their surface and longline fisheries for SBT. The total number of otoliths currently archived in Australia is about 15,000. In addition, some 500 otoliths are collected per year from the Indonesian fishery under a collaborative research programme, and age estimates of these are made routinely at the Central Aging Facility.
Japan:
Japan started collecting otoliths using observers placed on Japanese longline vessels in the early 1990’s. The level of co-operation and the success rate for retrieval of otoliths has improved steadily since the programme’s inception. In recent years, some 200–300 otoliths have been collected per year, and sampling is stratified in 10 cm size classes to ensure sampling of larger fish.

New Zealand:
New Zealand initiated SBT otolith collection in 1998 using observers on longline vessels. Otoliths from about 2100 fish have now been collected.

2 Background on SBT

2.1 Life history and biology
The content in this section has been adapted from information from the CCSBT web site. Further references on the biology of SBT are available from the website (http://www.ccsbt.org).

Southern bluefin tuna (SBT), Thunnus maccoyii, is a large, oceanic migratory fish. It is found throughout the southern hemisphere mainly in waters between 30 and 50 degrees south but only rarely in the eastern Pacific. The only known spawning area is in the Indian Ocean southeast of Java, Indonesia.

SBT can live for up to forty years, reach a weight of over 200 kilograms, and grow to more than 2 metres in length. There is some uncertainty about the size and age when on average they become mature. This is the subject of current research by Commission members. The available data suggests that it is around 1.5 metres and no younger than 8 years. Mature females can produce in excess of several million eggs in a single spawning period.

Breeding takes place from September to April in warm waters southeast of Java. The juveniles migrate south down the west coast of Australia. During the summer/autumn months (December-April), they tend to congregate in the coastal waters off the southern coast of Australia and spend their winters in deeper, temperate oceanic waters. After age 5, they are seldom found in near-shore surface-waters.

Some other known facts about SBT are:

- they swim at an average speed of 2-3 km/hr;
- average growth rate for a three-year old is 1.5 cm per month (fish have been growing faster since about 1980 than previously);
- they can tolerate a wide range of seawater temperatures because of their advanced circulatory system which tends to keep the temperature of their body warmer than the surrounding water;
- they are known to dive to at least 500 metres.
2.2 Map including range and spawning grounds

Figure 2.1. Distribution of southern bluefin tuna (hatched) and the spawning ground (shaded). Reproduced with permission from Caton (1991).

3 Results from previous otolith age estimation studies

Daily growth increments:

Jenkins and Davis (1990) examined the otolith microstructure of SBT larvae under light and scanning electron microscopes. They verified daily formation of increments using marginal increment analysis and daily progression of increment number in otoliths sampled from a single cohort.

Itoh and Tsuji (1996) examined growth increments in sagittal otoliths collected from juvenile SBT during 1990-1993. By viewing etched otoliths under SEM they found that increments were deposited daily in otoliths of juvenile fish. Counts of daily increments estimated that mean size-at-age 1 was 50.8 cm and size-at-age 2 was 78.6 cm.

Comparison among various hard parts for direct age estimate:

Gunn et al. (1996) examined three hard parts collected from SBT — scales, caudal vertebrae and sagittal otoliths — to determine which structure produced the most accurate age estimates in SBT. Scales proved useful for estimating ages of SBT only up to 4 years. Marginal increment analysis verified that the zones of dense circuli visible on the scales were deposited annually up to this age. In larger fish, “piling up” of circuli on the margin of scales and high incidence of regenerated scales made estimation of age very difficult. Obvious increments were present on both the vertebrae and otoliths as opaque and translucent zones. Age estimates from the two structures matched closely for the first 10 years of life. However, in larger fish the counts diverged, otoliths consistently providing higher age estimates. Using
results from the concomitant validation study (see below) it was determined that annual increments are formed on sagittal otoliths throughout life but that this is not the case in vertebrae, where bands are formed less frequently.

Validation with annual deposition of increment:

Clear et al. (2000) validated annual deposition of otolith increments using strontium-marking experiments. During a large-scale tag-and-release programme conducted by CSIRO in the Great Australian Bight, 20,204 SBT were injected with strontium chloride (SrCl2). The strontium was deposited in the otoliths of injected fish, marking them with a “time-stamp” that was visible under SEM. Using marked otoliths the periodicity of increment formation was examined and it was established that in SBT with 1 to 6 increments in their otoliths, one increment is deposited per year at liberty. The otoliths recovered from the smallest tagged fish had one translucent zone. Evidence that this first increment was deposited during the first year of life came from the studies of daily growth increments (Itoh and Tsuji, 1996; Rees et al. 1996), both of whom determined that size-at-age 1 is 50 cm. In the study of annual increments, 50 cm fish had one increment on their otoliths and were estimated to be aged 1+. Evidence that increments visible in otoliths of larger SBT are deposited annually came from close agreement between increment counts on otoliths and the sum of age at tagging and time at liberty for two fish tagged in the 1980s and recaptured in the 1990s. These data indicated that increment formation continues to be annual in fish up to at least 13 years old.

Kalish et al. (1996) provided further evidence that increments in SBT sagittae are formed annually throughout life by a comparison of increment counts with age estimates derived from levels of bomb-radiocarbon in the early growth zones of sagittae. That study reported close agreement between the two methods of estimating age for fish between 23 and 34 years old.

In summary, three sources of data, those from the strontium-marking experiment, the increment counts for two fish at liberty for over a decade, and the bomb radiocarbon data—provided strong evidence that increments identifiable in the sagittal otoliths of SBT are deposited annually and can be used to estimate the age of individual fish.

The data developed using these techniques has been used to develop growth models and in stock assessments by members of the CCSBT.

4 Sampling of otoliths

4.1 Description of SBT otolith morphology and position

The otoliths (or ear bones) of fish are small structures located in the semi-circular canals at the base of the brain. They are formed by the daily accretion of a layer of calcium carbonate bound within a protein matrix. In tunas, as in other teleost fish, there are 3 pairs of otoliths. The sagittal otoliths are the largest of the 3 pairs in SBT and are oblong with a pointed rostrum and a deep sulcus.
4.2 Techniques for extraction of otoliths
The following are two common techniques for extracting otoliths from SBT heads.
A. If the head can be removed:

Cut the head with a saw or knife in the frontal plane above the eyes or in the perpendicular plane immediately posterior to the eyes. Carefully remove the brain. Locate the bony auditory capsules at the back of the cranium inside which the semi-circular canals will be found encapsulating the otoliths. Insert forceps into the bony capsules to extract the otoliths. They may come away separated or still partly inside the semicircular canals.

B. If the head can’t be removed:

This technique involving drilling cores of cranial material containing the otoliths was developed by Thorogood (1986), modified by CSIRO, Australia (Clear et al., 2000) and adapted by NRIFSF.

This is a less reliable way to extract otoliths, i.e. it is less likely to result in 2 intact otoliths. However, because of little (or no) external damage to the fish caused by this sampling method, it is usually easier to obtain a permission to sample otoliths from longline fishermen when carried out properly. The following is a more detailed description of this procedure:

A core of tissue containing the otoliths is drilled out of the head. A cordless (battery-powered) drill with a hole-saw attachment is suitable for fresh fish, but for frozen fish a more powerful drill is needed. The hole-saw should be chosen according to fish size, e.g. 35 mm diameter hole-saw for fish less than 135 cm fork length (FL), 45 mm for fish 135–170 cm FL, and 55 mm for fish more than 170 cm FL.

To extract the otoliths, the fish is turned onto its back and the core obtained by drilling from either side of the cranium. The points of entry for the hole-saw are the basi-occipital plates, which are anterior to the first vertebra and immediately lateral to the junction of the skull and first vertebra; this area will be exposed when the tuna are cleaned and dressed with operculae removed. A rough guide to the location of the otoliths can be obtained by bridging the vertebral column with the thumb and index finger and placing them on the basi-occipital plates; for a fish around 150 cm FL the otoliths will be located under the top of the thumb. By drilling through the plates towards the back of the opposite eye, the cores should meet at a point beyond the otoliths. If successful the cores can be disconnected easily from the skull. Care needs to be taken to avoid drilling through the vertebrae as damaging the fish’s neck may cause the head to flop when it is on the market floor, decreasing its commercial value.

There are challenges inherent in using this method of otolith sampling, including:

- Gaining permission from the fishing master/skipper
- Using the drill safely
- Locating the otoliths in the head
- Finding otoliths in the core

SBT fetch a high market price and any damage, even a scratch on the skin, will decrease the price of fish. Before sampling otoliths, getting the permission of the fishing master or skipper is essential.

Always ensure that the drill is used safely. The rotating hole-saw may ‘kick out’ from the fish so the sampler needs to hold the drill tightly. To reduce the chance of the drill ‘kicking out’ reverse the direction of rotation when making an initial mark.
An experienced sampler will understand where the otoliths are situated, which will ensure the positioning and the angle of the hole-saw are correct. This increases the success rate of the technique.

Although it is not essential to extract the otoliths from the drilled cores immediately, this practice is recommended because it provides the sampler with feedback on their drilling success, and may lead to improvements in subsequent attempts at sampling.

Figure 4.3 Extracting a core from the head of a frozen SBT using a high-powered drill
(figures were provided by CSIRO, Australia)
Figure 4.4 Battery-powered drills can be used for extracting cores from un-frozen fish (figures were provided by CSIRO, Australia and NRIFSF, Japan).
Figure 4.5  To drill a core that contains the otoliths, the holesaw is positioned over the basi-occipital plates (indicated) and aimed towards the opposite eye (figures were provided by NRIFSF, Japan and CSIRO, Australia).
4.3 Cleaning, handling and storage

Collectors should remove the otolith membrane (the semi circular canals surrounding the otolith) immediately after otolith extraction (the membrane is harder to remove after it has dried). After air-drying, otoliths are best stored in small plastic vials; paper envelopes may be used if vials are not available, but they usually result in a significant proportion of damaged otoliths due to compression, or sticking to the envelope.
Cleaning otoliths immediately after collection reduces the amount of time required to prepare them for sectioning.

4.4 Sampling strategies
Two different sampling strategies have been used by members when collecting otoliths:

- Length-stratified sampling in which a pre-determined number of otoliths are collected from each length class.
- Random sampling in which otoliths are collected from randomly selected fish.

Length-stratified sampling provides good samples of otoliths across the full length range, and is particularly useful for the development of growth curves, age-length keys and the estimation of longevity. Population age structures can be derived by applying age-length keys to a length-frequency distribution of the catch that has been scaled to represent the population.

Random sampling provides a direct estimate of the age structure of the population, but may not be suitable for the development of growth curves if all age classes are not fully represented.

For both sampling methods, it is difficult to obtain adequate samples of otoliths to represent the whole stock that is fished by a number of fleets throughout the year. The appropriate sampling strategy depends on how to use of direct age information in stock assessment and this matter is currently considered by the CCSBT Scientific Committee.

5 Age estimates using whole otoliths from juvenile SBT

This section describes methods developed by CSIRO. Further details can be found in Clear et al. (2000) and Gunn et al. (in press).

Otoliths from fish less than 135 cm FL can generally be read whole. Increments comprise two zones: an opaque zone (assumed to be fast growth), and a narrower, translucent zone (assumed to be slow growth).

5.1 Preparation
- Burn otoliths on a hot plate until they turn golden brown; the translucent zones will become more obvious than the opaque zones
- View the burnt otoliths under a light microscope, with reflected light and a black background.

5.2 Interpretation of annual growth increments in whole otoliths
- The first one or two increments deposited on the otolith are often broader and less distinct than subsequent increments.
- Increments are most obvious on the rostral and post-rostral axes (see figures 5.1 and 5.2); however, the translucent zones can usually be seen on the otolith surface between these axes, parallel to the ventral margin.
- Count increments on whole sagittae from the primordium to the margin along the rostral and post-rostral axes.
• Measure the length of the rostral and post-rostral axes and the distance between the primordium and the inside of each translucent zone (the outer margin of the zone is often difficult to identify in otoliths from small fish) along the rostral and post-rostral axes.
• Measure the marginal increment along the rostral axis, from the beginning of the most recently deposited translucent zone to the rostrum.
• See figures 5.1, 5.2 and Appendix B for examples of age estimates from whole otoliths.

Figure 5.1. A whole, burnt sagittal otolith from a 98 cm FL SBT, caught in January. Three increments were counted on this right-hand sagitta: the darker, translucent zones can be followed along the otolith surface from the rostral axis to the post-rostral axis, parallel to the ventral margin. Scale Bar: 1 mm
[Reproduced from Clear et al. (2000).]

Figure 5.2. Sagitta (specimen OB 764) from a fish tagged and injected in March 1994 at 57 cm FL and recaptured in February 1997 at 111 cm FL. Four increments were counted on the whole, burnt otolith and measured from the primordium (P) to the beginning of each translucent zone apparent on the distal surface along the post-rostral axis at 2.2 mm, 3.6 mm, 4.4 mm and 4.9 mm. Scale Bar: 1 mm
[Source: Naomi Clear, CSIRO, Australia]

5.3 Scales of readability for whole otolith readings
• Assign each otolith a “readability” score as follows:
  1. An exceptional otolith – no doubt about the number of increments counted.
  2. Some doubt is present but only 1 interpretation is considered.
  3. 2 interpretations are possible – the best estimate is given.
  4. More than 2 interpretations are possible – the best estimate is given.
6 Preparing otolith sections for age estimates

6.1 Sections appropriate for SBT age estimation

In southern bluefin tuna, the otolith thickens laterally mainly because material is deposited along two growth axes: dorso-medial and ventro-medial. We refer to these as the dorsal and ventral arms respectively (Figure 4.2). This results in a very deep sulcus. It has been found that a transverse section approximately 300-350 µm thick produced the greatest clarity of growth increments.

6.2 How to section

Currently, three laboratories are involved in the preparation of SBT otoliths: the Central Ageing Facility, Victoria, Australia (CAF), the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research, Wellington, New Zealand (NIWA), and Marino Research, Mie, Japan. Each laboratory uses different methods to produce thin transverse sections as outlined below.

CAF, Australia:
Clean dry otoliths are arranged in two columns of 5 otoliths and embedded in clear casting polyester resin (methyl-ethyl ketone peroxide is used as hardening agent), ensuring that the primordia of the otoliths are aligned. A minimum of 4 transverse sections approximately 250-400 µm thick are cut from the centres of the otoliths using a modified Gemasta\textsuperscript{TM} lapidary diamond cutting saw fitted with a 250 µm wide diamond impregnated blade. The sections are then cleaned in water, rinsed with alcohol and dried. Sections are then mounted on numbered microscope slides using polyester resin and covered with glass cover-slips. Generally the otoliths are not baked in this process although this can be done if desired. Approximately 250 otoliths can be prepared per day. (See section 6.3 for photographs of the preparation process).

Marino Research Inc., Japan:
Large otoliths (major axis > 10 mm)
The otolith primordium is marked, and cut with a small hand-held cutting device (Minitor, diamond cutting disc). The cut surface is polished with a grinder-polisher (2000 grit), and then fixed to a glass slide with a strong adhesive. When the otolith has been firmly mounted onto the glass slide, the other end is removed with the small cutting device, until the remainder is approximately 1 mm thick. It is then ground further to about 300 µm with the grinder-polisher. The surface is coated by dripping epoxy embedding resin (Euparal) over it to produce a smooth surface.

Small otoliths (major axis < 10 mm)
A rectangular block is formed by placing the otolith in a silicone mould, and pouring in epoxy embedding resin. Next, the block is secured, and part of the otolith is removed with a cutting device (micro cutter). The blade of the cutting device is repositioned, and adjusted so that it cuts a slice approximately 300 µm thick. This section is attached to a slide with epoxy embedding resin, and coated with Euparal to produce a smooth surface.

NIWA, New Zealand:
Otoliths are cleaned of tissue using an ultra-sonic cleaner. Each otolith is dried, embedded individually in a clear epoxy resin block, and left for 24 hours while the resin cures. The core is identified under reflected light using a binocular microscope. A tungsten tipped pen is then...
used to scribe a transverse line across the surface of the resin block. This allows the core to be located easily during sectioning. A thin transverse section (approx. 650 µm thick) is cut from the resin block using a Struers (Accutom-2) saw fitted with two diamond-edged blades separated by a spacer.

The thin section is examined under a binocular microscope (using reflected light) to determine the clearest side, i.e. the side closest to the primordium. This side is ground manually (with 1200 grit, followed by 4000 grit carborundum) to enhance the primordium. Once this has been achieved, 1 µm alumina paste (Linde) is used to remove any remaining scratches. The section is then glued to a microscope slide (polished surface face down) using fast curing clear epoxy resin. The upper surface of the section is polished using 1200 grit carborundum followed by 1 µm linde to a thickness of approx. 350 µm.

### 6.3 Advantages and disadvantages of preparation techniques: multiple sections versus single sections

While the CAF prepares multiple sections of multiple otoliths at one time, Marino Research Inc. and NIWA prepare one section of each otolith. Advantage and disadvantages in preparing multiple sections are discussed below.

Preparing four sections provides a greater chance that at least one of these sections will be clear. The level of cutting precision is also less critical for multiple sections as it is not necessary for each section to pass through the primordium. This means that preparation time is reduced as the primordium does not have to be marked. However, this technique requires a specialised high-speed machine with a thin blade (approximately 250 µm thick). Commonly available machines with a thick blade generally lose too much otolith material, which increases the risk of losing the primordium. Even with a special machine with a thin blade, the primordium may occasionally be missed completely in all four sections.

The disadvantage with preparing single section is that locating and marking the primordium is critical, as each section must be as clear as possible. This is often a very time consuming process.

The techniques of multiple sectioning used at the CAF are shown in following series of photos:
1. Silicone moulds used to embed otoliths in polyester resin. Source: Kyne Krusic-Golub, Central Ageing Facility, Australia.


5. Finished preparations! Sections attached to glass slides and covered with coverslips. Source: Kyne Krusic-Golub, Central Ageing Facility, Australia.

7 Interpretation and measurement of structures in otolith sections

7.1 Interpretation of annual growth increments in otolith sections

1. Overall approach
   - View sections using transmitted white light microscope
   - Use the same magnification for all otoliths
   - The ventral (long) arm provides the most reliable age estimate
   - Count opaque growth zones (these appear dark under transmitted light)

2. Initial examination
   - Determine whether light intensity and microscope focus are appropriate, and adjust if necessary
   - Select the “best” section to age, taking into account clarity, density, proximity to the primordium, and any other relevant features
   - Identify the “best” counting path (e.g. sulcal half, antisulcal half, or a combination of the two)
   - Determine whether the fish is young, medium-aged, or old taking into account:
     a. Relative lengths of dorsal and ventral arms
     b. Degree of development of groove in ventral arm
     c. Presence or absence of second inflection point (forms at 10-14 years when present)
     d. Presence or absence of regular outer zones
   - Look for comparable structures on both dorsal and ventral arms
3. **Increment counts**
   - **Start at the primordium and proceed towards the terminal edge**
   - **Identify inner, middle and outer regions (if present)**
   - **Count inner growth zones (first few) using one or more of the following features (NB: otoliths rarely possess all of these):**
     a. There are no annual growth zones between the primordium and the first inflection (elbow) on the antisulcal margin of the ventral arm
     b. There is usually a sub-annual band between the first inflection and the first annual growth zone, and this should be excluded from the zone count
     c. Annual growth zones are broad, diffuse, and contain multiple translucent and opaque sub-annual bands
     d. The central line may change direction or be interrupted at the end of the first zone (also rarely at the end of subsequent zones)
     e. Crenulations (bumps) may be visible along the external margins (especially the antisulcal margin), and may coincide with annual zones
     f. A change in angle (growth direction) along the sulcal or antisulcal margins may coincide with an annual zone
     g. The distance from the primordium to the first inflection is similar to the distance from the first inflection to the first growth zone, but the latter distance may be highly variable depending on the time of spawning
     h. The space between zones normally decreases from the primordium to the terminal edge (except in distal regions of otoliths from older fish)
   - **Count middle growth zones (out to about the second inflection) using the following features:**
     a. Middle growth zones are usually less diffuse and closer together than the inner zones, but are more diffuse and more widely separated than the outer zones
     b. Middle zones often contain finer, irregular, sub-annual bands that usually merge on the sulcal margin
     c. Middle zones may be associated with marginal crenulations
     d. Counts may be made on sulcal or antisulcal sides depending on clarity (NB: when changing sides during a count, follow a single clear band or zone across the central groove; it may be necessary to backtrack to find a suitable band or zone)
   - **Count outer growth zones (beyond the second inflection) using the following features:**
     a. Outer zones are usually regular in width and appearance, and are darker and clearer than inner or middle zones
     b. Outer zone spacing is narrower than that of middle zones
     c. Outer zones usually consist of a single (not split) translucent and single opaque zone
     d. Some outer zones appear double; these can be interpreted by using a higher magnification to determine whether the two structures merge at the groove and/or sulcal margin (count as one zone) or are distinct throughout their length (count as two zones)
     e. Outer zones are often easier to count on the sulcal side of the ventral arm
     f. Higher magnification may be required for counting the closely-spaced outermost zones
   - **Assess the state (opaque or translucent) of the terminal edge. If necessary, adjust the magnification, focus and lighting (NB: Shadows and other edge effects may incorrectly indicate the presence of an opaque zone at the edge).**
   - **Record the total zone count, including the terminal opaque zone if present.**
   - **If translucent material is visible beyond the last opaque zone, append a “+” sign to the zone count.**
   - **The zone count does not necessarily represent the age of the fish (see section 7.3).**
   - **Record section details and readability (see section 7.2).**
Figure 7.1 Point of 2\textsuperscript{nd} inflection corresponding with the formation of the 10\textsuperscript{th} opaque zone.

Figure 7.2 Crenulations corresponding with opaque zone formation
7.2 Scales of readability and confidence for otolith sections

Readers should assess the “readability” of each otolith section. The term readability encompasses both the clarity of the growth zones, and the confidence the reader has in the final zone count. Separate readability assessments should be made for the inner, middle and outer regions, as these often vary in clarity and confidence.

Many readability scales are possible. The following otolith confidence scale has been in use for many years at CSIRO, and is well established. For consistency among readers, and for ease of comparison of results, it is recommended that this scale be used for all future age estimates made from SBT otolith sections.

The otolith confidence scale

0. No pattern obvious
1. Pattern present – no meaning
2. Pattern present – unsure with age estimate
3. Good pattern present – slightly unsure in some areas
4. Good pattern – confident with age estimate
5. No doubt

7.3 Converting Zone Counts to Age Estimates

In order for a final zone count to be converted to an age (and thereby allow the determination of year class), the following additional information is required:

- Composition (opaque or translucent) of the terminal edge of the otolith
• Theoretical birth date
• Time of year during which opaque zones are formed
• Date of capture

The marginal composition is determined during the otolith interpretation stage. Note, however, that deposition of a zone may begin some time before it becomes visible at the terminal edge of the otolith.

The theoretical birth date of SBT has been defined as 1 January. However, spawning lasts from September to March, with peaks occurring near the beginning and end of that period. So individual fish may have been spawned up to 3 months before or after the theoretical birth date.

In whole otoliths, the first translucent zone is formed in May-September (“winter”) and the subsequent opaque zone during October-April (“summer”) (Clear et al. in press). Translucent zones are narrower than opaque zones. However, the relationship between the zones seen in whole otoliths and those seen in thin sections has not been determined. In the inner region of otolith sections, the opaque zones appear broader than the translucent zones (though it is very difficult to determine the start and finish points of each zone). This interpretation is consistent with that in whole otoliths. However, in the outer region of otolith sections from old fish, the opaque zones may be narrower than the translucent zones.

More research is required to determine whether the opaque zones that are being counted are always deposited in summer across the entire otolith. This could be determined by:
• examining the composition of the terminal edge in different months
• examining the composition of the material deposited after tagging

7.4 Use of digital images in age estimation

Digital images are often used for counting growth zones, and for measuring inter-zone distances and otolith radii. Digital images have advantages and disadvantages over microscope examination, and readers should consider these when deciding which method to use.

Advantages of direct microscopic examination:
• Greater ability to perceive variations in intensity, density and colour of otolith structures
• Greater ability to interpret three-dimensional structure by altering the focal plane
• Greater resolution
• Faster for a simple zone count (but slower if measurements or many hard copy images are required)

Advantages of digital images:
• Ability to mark, count and display growth zones on the image for later examination, discussion, and dissemination
• Reduced chance of counting same zone twice, or missing zones (if zones are marked on-screen while counting)
• Ability to enhance images digitally to improve clarity and discrimination of growth zones
• Facilitate and speed up measurement of distances
• Automatic data acquisition reduces likelihood of transcription errors
Automated zone counting:

In theory, automated counting of otolith zones is possible using software developed for that purpose, or adapted from another application. However, to date, automated counts have only been possible for species having clear, discrete growth zones. The participants at the workshop felt that automated age determination for southern bluefin tuna is unlikely to be possible in the near future.

8 Levels of expected precision from age estimation studies

8.1 Precision and accuracy

In studies of age determination, accuracy refers to the closeness of an age estimate to the true age whereas precision is a measure of the variability between individual readings, either within or between readers.

The aim in age determination studies is to increase precision and accuracy. However, age estimates are still useful where precision is low but the mean age reflects the true age. Problems arise when there is bias in age estimates (often obvious in age-bias plots – see section 8.2) and estimates are inaccurate. Accuracy of age estimates can only be tested by validation, using an independent and absolute method, such as the strontium-chloride marking of SBT hard parts. Indices of precision can also be a useful tool for comparing between readers and between methodologies (e.g. otoliths and vertebrae). They can also indicate samples that are “difficult”, i.e. produce unreliable estimates of age.

8.2 Measures of precision to determine intra- and inter-reader differences

Intra- and inter-reader variability (consistency) between otolith readings can be quantified using several methods.

Average Percentage Error (e.g. Beamish and Fournier 1981):

\[
\text{APE}_j = 100 \times \frac{1}{R} \sum_{i=1}^{R} \frac{|X_{ij} - X_j|}{X_j},
\]

where \(X_{ij}\) is the \(i\)th age estimate of the \(j\)th fish, \(X_j\) the mean of readings for the \(j\)th fish and \(R\) is the number of times each fish is aged.

Using the standard deviation rather than the absolute deviation from the mean age produces a coefficient of variation (CV) (Campana et al. 1995):

\[
\text{CV}_j = 100 \times \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{R} \left(\frac{X_{ij} - X_j}{R - 1}\right)^2}{X_j}}.
\]

Experienced readers of SBT have achieved average percentage error (APE) levels of around 3% for intra- and inter-reader precision. We recommend a maximum level of 10%, beyond which resultant age estimates should be treated with a caution.
Age-bias graphs:

Age bias graphs plot one age estimate against another and can be interpreted using an equivalence line. When Age estimate 1 = Age estimate 2 there is perfect agreement.

Figure 8.1 Comparison of hapuku (*Polyprion oxygeneios*) age estimates between two readers. Diagonal line indicates equality of age estimates. Adapted from Francis et al. (1999).

9 Protocols for estimating ages using otoliths

Before readings are made
- If previous readings were conducted more than one month earlier readers should “re-adjust” their criteria for otolith interpretation by reading about 30 otoliths that have a final age estimate from previous readings.

For age estimates
- One otolith should be interpreted three times. When the interpretation is done with one reader, individual readings should be separated by at least two weeks.
- For each reading, record date, reader’s name, ID of otolith, and whether it is the first, second or final reading.
- For the first and second readings, no information other than otolith ID should be available.
- The third reading will be a “final age estimate”. This reading should be made while examining the otolith and with the knowledge of the previous two estimates.
• Read otoliths following the criteria described in 7.1 of this manual. If the reader is working with an electronic image they should mark the zones identified as annual.
• Assign readability level using ‘the scale of readability’ as described in 7.2 of this manual.
• Record estimated age and a level of readability. If reader is not confident with their interpretation, they should record a plausible age range in addition to the best estimate.

Age estimates by more than one reader
• When more than one reader is involved in otolith interpretation, readers should interpret some otoliths as a group in order to ensure that the interpretation is consistent among readers as well as over time. The group should collectively interpret at least 30 otoliths that already have final age estimates assigned.
• The group of readers should make a final age estimate. The estimate should be made while examining the otolith with the knowledge of each reader’s previous estimates.
Appendix A. Glossary

This glossary has been developed to reduce confusion and aid interpretation of SBT otolith structure. It is not intended to describe or define all parts of the otolith, rather, it provides a standardized terminology for convenient communication between otolith readers. The definitions have been adapted from the following sources:


Secor DH, Dean JM, Campana SE (1995) Recent Developments in Fish Otolith Research. The Belle W. Baruch Library in Marine Science Number 19.


**Accuracy** - The closeness of a measured or computed value to its true value.

**Age estimation, age determination** - These terms are preferred when discussing the process of assigning ages to fish. The term aging (ageing) should not be used as it refers to time-related processes and the alteration of an organism’s composition, structure, and function over time.

**Age group** - The cohort of fish that have a given age (e.g., the 5-year-old age-group). The term is not synonymous with year-class or day-class.

**Antirostrum** - The antero-dorsal corner or projection of the otolith.

**Annulus (pl. annuli)** - One of a series of concentric zones on a structure that may be interpreted in terms of age. The annulus is defined as either a continuous translucent or opaque zone that can be seen along the entire structure or as a ridge or a groove in or on the structure. In some cases, an annulus may not be continuous or obviously concentric. The optical appearance of these marks depends on the otolith structure.

**Band** – A sub-unit of a growth increment (See Zone)

**Basi-occipital plates** – The bony plates at either side of the base of the cranium situated anterior to the first vertebra and immediately lateral to the junction of the cranium and first vertebra.

**Check** - A discontinuity (e.g., a stress-induced mark) in a zone, or in a pattern of opaque and translucent zones.

**Core** - The area surrounding the primordium and bounded by the first prominent growth zone.

**Cranium** – Skull or brain case.
Crenulation – Wave, bump or indentation on the margin (sulcal or antisulcal) of the ventral arm. May be adjacent to an opaque growth zone. Crenulations typically have a “scalloped” appearance and maybe useful annuli indicators.

Increment - The region between similar zones on a structure used for age estimation. The term refers to a structure, but it may be qualified to refer to portions of the otolith formed over a specified time interval (e.g. sub-daily, daily or annual). Depending on the portion of the otolith considered, the dimensions, chemistry, and period of formation can vary widely. An annual increment comprises an opaque zone and a translucent zone. Increments can be complex structures, comprising multiple opaque and translucent zones.

Inflection - Change in the direction of the growth axis.

Marginal increment - The region beyond the last identifiable zone at the margin of a structure used for age estimation. Quantitatively, this increment is usually expressed in relative terms, that is, as a fraction or proportion of the last complete annual or daily increment.

Microincrement - Increments that are typically less than 50 µm in width; the prefix “micro” serves to indicate that the object denoted is of relatively small size and that it may be observed only with a microscope. Often used to describe daily and sub-daily increments. See increment.

Nucleus - Originally used to indicate the primordium and core of the otolith but is now considered ambiguous and should not be used. The preferred terms are primordium and core (see definitions).

Opaque zone - A zone that restricts the passage of light when compared with a translucent zone. The term is relative, because a zone is determined to be opaque on the basis of the appearance of adjacent zones in the otolith (see Translucent zone). In transmitted light, the opaque zone appears dark and the translucent zone appears light. Under reflected light the opaque zone appears light and the translucent zone appears dark if viewed against a black background.

Precision - A measure of the variability between individual age estimates.

Primordium (pl. primordia) - The first-formed part of an otolith. It consists of granular or fibrillar material surrounding one or more optically dense nuclei from 0.5 µm to 1.0 µm in diameter.

Rostrum - The anterior extension of the otolith.

Sagitta (pl. sagittae) - One of the three otolith pairs found in the membranous labyrinth of osteichthyan fishes.

Sulcus acusticus (commonly shortened to sulcus) - A groove along the medial surface of the sagitta.

Translucent zone - A zone that allows the passage of greater quantities of light than an opaque zone. The term is a relative one because a zone is determined to be translucent on the basis of the appearance of adjacent zones in the otolith (see opaque zone). Under transmitted light, the translucent zone appears light and the opaque zone appears dark. Under reflected light with a dark background, the translucent zone appears dark and the opaque zone appears light. The term hyaline has been used, but translucent is the preferred term.
**Validation** - The process of demonstrating that an age estimation method is accurate, i.e. confirming the temporal meaning of the structures being counted.

**Zone** - Region of similar structure or optical density. Synonymous with ring. The term zone is preferred. A band is a sub-unit of a zone.
Appendix B. Images of otolith sections from juvenile SBT and final age estimates

The first image in Appendix B was supplied by Tomoyuki ITOH, NRIFSF, Japan. Subsequent images were captured by Kyne Krusic-Golub, Central Ageing Facility, using specimens supplied by CSIRO, Australia.

- Date of capture Feb 1997, length 51 cm
- Estimated age from length = 1 yr
- Small amount of development on dorsal arm.
- Distance from primordium to 1st inflection = distance from 1st inflection to terminal edge.

- Tag No. OB 94 length 87 cm
- Estimated age = 2 yrs
- More development on dorsal arm.
- Evidence of crenulation and change of growth direction related to annual zone formation.

- Tag No. OB 214
- Estimated age = 4 yrs.
- Increments clear in larger developed dorsal arm
- Absence of crenulations near terminal edge of ventral arm.
- Pronounced interruption in centreline related to annual zone formation.
• Tag No. 5773.
  • Estimated age = 10 yrs.
  • 2\textsuperscript{nd} inflection and ventral groove forming near terminal edge of ventral arm.

• Fish No. 13108.
  • Estimated age = 27 yrs
  • Well developed ventral arm
  • 2\textsuperscript{nd} inflection and ventral groove present
  • Clear outer zones present after 2\textsuperscript{nd} inflection
Figure. Burnt whole otoliths; translucent zones have burnt more than opaque zones and appear brown in these images. Ages estimated from these otoliths are, from top of the page, 1 year, 2 years, 3 years and 4 years. Images were supplied by CSIRO, Australia.
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